This article reads the poetry of Peter Riley in the tradition of the loco-descriptive excursion poem, interrogating the politics of its logic of ascent and return and the shifting vantage points it allows the twentieth-and twenty-first century poet-traveller on the globalised world of capitalist ÔgainÕ. It detects dual registers running throughout three excursive volumes Ð Noon Province (1989), The Llyn Writings (2007) and The Glacial Stairway (2011) Ð that turn around an ambivalent lexicon that is both spiritual and financial. The article shows how this duality maps onto the self-splitting of Romantic excursus in William Wordsworth and Jean-Jacques Rousseau, and argues that such division allows Riley to mediate between spiritual dedication to the excursionÕs object and the tainted ÔworldÕ of commerce and bodily needs. It concludes by deploying Peter LarkinÕs concepts of sufficiency and scarcity to frame RileyÕs repeated use of dropping, cadential structures at the excursionÕs end as a return to what Larkin calls the Ôbasic conditionsÕ of the ordinary, common world. Bathos, withdrawal and coda are rhetorical figures for the abandonment of vantage in favour of a politics of what will suffice: their deployment circumvents the trajectory of accumulative gain that Riley employs the excursion to critique. [198 words]
Introduction
Peter RileyÕs poetry is always on the move. Noon Province (1989), 1 The Llŷn Writings (2007) and The Glacial Stairway (2011) are three of his more peripatetic volumes, in a body of work that is always informed by mobility. In this article I analyse the ways they make use of ÔexcursusÕ Ð which I adapt from the loco-descriptive excursion poem and William WordsworthÕs The Excursion (1814) Ð as a medium for meditation on relations between globalised market economies and the circumscribed significance of the local or personal, between places visited that appear to be at some remove temporally or geographically from modernity (but are in reality implicated in its structures) and the poet-travellerÕs position, or point of ÔvantageÕ. 2 An intervention in both the ecopoetic field of radical pedestrianism 3 and more locally in Peter Riley studies, this article builds on Hunter (2015) to argue that a contemporary poetics of excursus is rooted in locodescriptive models that Wordsworth negotiated through eighteenth-century topographical and prospect poetry, most clearly in ÔTintern AbbeyÕ. I demonstrate RileyÕs allusive engagement with Ôthe poem on the WyeÕ, and argue that he interrogates excursive and loco-descriptive poetryÕs movement of ascent, prospect and return, and its problematic inscription of cultural difference from the place visited through the touristic excursion. While Hunter focuses on the hilltop as a topos of political tension, I also attend to the journey to and from the elevated point, which enables me to detect dual registers that run throughout these excursive volumes and turn around an ambivalent lexicon that is both spiritual and financial. This division allows Riley to mediate between spiritual dedication to the excursionÕs object (summit or shrine) and the tainted ÔworldÕ of commerce and bodily needs. This focus on register and lexicon allows me to examine the accumulation and consumption that underwrite excursus, and the liberal, Romantic voluntarism that Langan (1995) sees as the ideological frame that permits supposedly ÔfreeÕ mobility. In excursive pedestrianism, a play-off between the work of walking and the freedom to move through the world at will seems to even out for the Wordsworthian poet-traveller, as the former ÔpaysÕ the debt incurred by the latter. But the marginal vagrant figures in some of WordsworthÕs excursive poems stand for the irreducible reminder of material conditions that are not accounted for by this exchange. For RileyÕs excursive subjects that relation still pertains, in a dialectic of labour and reward, but it is not seen as a political solution to social loss and fragmentation. Rather, I conclude by arguing, poet and Romantic theorist Peter LarkinÕs concepts of sufficiency and scarcity allow RileyÕs poet-travellers to settle for a compromised politics of what will suffice. In the private and domestic sphere consumption and accumulation can be limited to need, a chastening of desire which may extend to a paradoxically reduced sociality. This argument sees RileyÕs repeated use of dropping, cadential structures at the excursionÕs end as a return to the Ôbasic conditionsÕ of the ordinary, common world. 4 Bathos, withdrawal and coda are rhetorical figures for the abandonment of the privileges of vantage in favour of a politics of sufficiency.
Counter-intuitively, I argue, retraction to the ordinary serves both Larkin and Riley as a site of qualified political resistance inasmuch as it imperfectly circumvents the trajectories of accumulative gain and touristic appropriation that Riley employs the excursion to critique.
Excursus and Prospect
The excursion poem is a loco-descriptive lyric or verse narrative documenting the Ôexperience of travel across specific landscapes, in which the speaker intermingles observations about scenery and aesthetics with reflections on his or her own history and the state of the society in which he or she livesÕ. 5 WordsworthÕs loco-descriptive poems differs from eighteenth-century topographical verse primarily in that instead of celebrating how well a rich patron manages his estate, they Ôfocus on the speakerÕs own thoughts amid a journey across a particular rural landscapeÕ. 6 Furthermore, WordsworthÕs use of the excursion poem, from early topographical work An Evening Walk (1789) and
Descriptive Sketches (1793) to The Excursion (1814), frames pedestrianism as a mark of class: the intrinsic democratic value of experiential effort distinguishes these walks from poetic landscapes apprehended by coach-travel.
Wordsworth also introduced a bifurcation into the typology: his treatment of excursus divides roughly between the more conventional prospect and the disconcertingly new encounter-poem. While the former internalises touristic travel and seeks privacy as an aid to contemplative vision (as in ÔTintern AbbeyÕ), the latter interrupts the solitary excursion with the irreducible presence of the socially marginal and displaced: the leechgatherer of ÔResolution and IndependenceÕ, amongst many other such figures, scratches a marginal independence from the exercise of common rights to gather that were being criminalised as parliamentary enclosure played out across much of the landscape. If the former type of excursus sets out to provide an asocial encounter with the non-human world, the latter is unavoidably social in its confrontation of inhuman treatment within the ethical and political bounds of community and economic change.
Peter Riley makes allusive use of both ÔTintern AbbeyÕ and ÔResolution and
IndependenceÕ, as I shall demonstrate below. Nonetheless, in this article I primarily concentrate on RileyÕs revision of the former excursive mode, in which the excursion takes the traveller away from the Ôinhabitable centresÕ of metropolitan life to a sociallyperipheral, elevated point that appears to signal a distanced removal from modernity, and so affords a marginal vantage that enables political reflection. 7 This self-stationing is also mediative: RileyÕs poet-travellers are points of transfer and tension, as they are unable to entirely escape implication in the Ôunreal structureÕ of a globalised world. 8 Although both begin with such an elevated and marginal premise, Riley and Wordsworth negotiate the politics of complicity and distance within the excursion differently, as RileyÕs willingness to contemplate and allow for bathos, lack and failure enables his excursive speakers to address the problems of accumulation and consumption that underlie the excursion poem in a way that WordsworthÕs, broadly, cannot.
Celeste Langan (1995) traces the roots of Romantic excursus back to Jean-Jacques RousseauÕs unfinished autobiographical work, Reveries of the Solitary Walker (1776-78). RousseauÕs Ôinvention of the pedestrian excursion has the status of an excursus, a supplement to or digression from the ÒproperÓ textÕ, Langan argues, a sense that draws on the Latin excurrere, to run or flow out. 9 Romantic Vagrancy (1995), LanganÕs critique of the liberal voluntarism she perceives as the driver of excursive wandering, unpicks the involvement of the Ôliberally educated subjectÕ, typically set within the frame of an improvised excursion, in the appropriation of a digressive and open state from its material base in precarious life. 10 LanganÕs reading of this dynamic in WordsworthÕs excursive encounters with marginal figures sees the vagrants and commoners as expropriated again as poetic material, following their initial dispossession by economic rationalisation. In the late eighteenth century these vagrants existed, she argues, outside the labourer/capitalist binary, as Ôthe hallucinatory double of capitalÕ whose Ôendless mobilityÕ makes them ÔanticipatoryÕ of Ôthe condition of the post modern subjectÕ. 11 In this aestheticised condition, Langan contends, Ôorigin and destination matter less than the fact of travellingÕ, and identity is conferred by Ôactual mobility rather than intentional mobility (desire)Õ. 12 In this sense the poet-traveller, or tourist, writes Caren
Kaplan in Questions of Travel (1996), Ôdefine[s] the vantage point of modernityÕ in their
Ôrootlessness and anomieÕ. 13 Riley, however, revises the kind of critique Langan makes of Wordsworthian excursus by returning it to Ôintentional mobility (desire)Õ in the form of pilgrimage, in a manner detected by Peter LarkinÕs critical prose on RileyÕs Llŷn Writings, as I argue below. In a perhaps unfashionable move away from the digressive openness of postmodern drift, RileyÕs excursive subjects stress origin and destination as the socio-economic and political facts that constitute travel, and undergird reverie.
In the Reveries themselves Rousseau finds himself, on the seventh of the ten ÔwalksÕ into which the book is organised, alone in a crevice on a mountainside. In tranquil repose, he enters a state of reverie in which he speculates that he might be the first human to sit in that spot. But the moment is disrupted when the philosopher hears Ôa certain clicking noise which sounded familiarÕ; concealed on the other side of the hill lies a stocking mill. 14 In this vignette can be found excursive tropes that interest me in RileyÕs work: the idea of removal to a site of repose, its corruption by a modern presence connected to industry or commerce, and the bathetic deflation of the fantasy of exclusive possession of an experience or landscape. As if the object of his [the WandererÕs] quest had been Some secret of the Mountains, Cavern, Fall Of waterÐÐor some boastful Eminence, Renowned for splendid prospect far and wide. We clomb without a track to guide our steps; And, on the summit, reached a heathy plain, With a tumultuous waste of huge hill tops Before us; savage region! and I walked In weariness 15 The difficulty and labour of their ascent is rewarded, however, when the pair spy a Ôsweet RecessÕ, which seems Ôso perfectly secureÕ in its isolation and yet ÔNot melancholyÕ, being green, And bright, and fertile, furnished in itself With the few needful things which life requires. 16 This image of a self-sufficient community that exists independent from the mediation of markets and is gained by difficult ascent through a Ôsavage regionÕ is cancelled, however, when they meet the Solitary, whose discourse corrects these touristic idealisations. The Solitary reprimands the pair that while the settlement might appear remote, it is really imbricated in modernityÕs structures as much as anywhere. For while, the Solitary says, ÔOutcast and cut off / As we seem here, and must have seemed to youÕ, When ye looked down upon us from the crag, Islanders of a stormy Mountain sea, We are not so;ÐÐperpetually we touch Upon the vulgar ordinance of the world, And he, whom this our Cottage hath to-day Relinquished, was dependent for his bread Upon the laws of public charity. 17 The SolitaryÕs emphasis on the mundane yet ÔneedfulÕ concerns of market prices and poor relief, and the precarious existence of those barely able to provide those few Ôthings which life requiresÕ, revalues these observed virtues in terms of the sufficiency they suggest, but as material rather than ideal. This sense of need and requirement is the material substrate that counters the Poet and the WandererÕs prospect view, which looked down Ôfrom the cragÕ at what had seemed to them to be an image of communal independence. I will come back to the SolitaryÕs correction later in order to suggest that this negated ideal of self-sufficiency is, for Riley and Larkin, a politics re-calibrated by the quotidian. Now, though, I place further pressure on the prospect that had obscured the nature of the relations at work for WordsworthÕs excursive subjects, examining its treatment by Riley and by J. H. Prynne.
WordsworthÕs own later excursive reflection on the relation between

ÔUp the Big HillÕ: postmodern prospects
The Excursion and RousseauÕs Reveries essay excursive moves, then, whose continuing relevance RileyÕs work tests and resists, in which the excursion allows an individual subject to renounce the unsatisfactory world of their ÔhomeÕ culture, while seeking a more just social arrangement. In Riley this is often framed as a nostalgic gesture, recalling a time when society still existedÐÐÔI remember Ordino / when it was a placeÕ, he notes bitterly in ÔThe Glacial StairwayÕ. 18 Often such a renunciation is frustrated, however, by an inability to shake off the excursive subjectÕs involvement in the cultural dominance they seek to escape. In ÔUp the Big Hill and Back by TenÕ, from Noon Province, a climb up Ôthe hot hillÕ, a work of labour with Ôno rests or interludesÕ, builds towards and searches for numerically coded harmony, Ôsheer calm continuing while the numbers lastÕ. Playing on the balladic sense of ÔnumbersÕ as either components of metre or discrete songs, the implication is that this coded harmony is in some sense musical.
The walker is then met with an ambiguous culmination to their climb Ð we are told simply ÔNo one / inÕ Ð and so they turn and descend, Ôcount onÕ. On the way down, however, the previously harmonic numbers take on a malevolent aspect, becoming the Ôfearful / Clicking of time in the hillsÕ; a mechanistic ÔclickingÕ not dissimilar to the clicking sound of the stocking mill which disturbed RousseauÕs reverie. 19 This quantified, external measure that seems imposed upon ÔRemote farms up in the hillsÕ bears uncomfortably close relation to the regular measure and metre of the Wordsworthian pedestrian poet with whom the speaker is aligned in the opening line, which plunges the reader into ÔWalking the mind walking the prosodyÕ. 20 This perspective incorporates, Hunter argues, both the verticality of the prospect tradition and a lyric eye/I that strives to renounce its advantage, instead stretching out Ôlaterally to accommodate global suffering, inequality, and the lives of others, who, however far or close, shape the contours, the possibilities and dangers, of the poemÕs immediate vicinity.Õ 26 The hill as topos is therefore able to join near and far, local and global, in a spatial and rhetorical figure of imbrication and complicity. Poetry such as PrynneÕs, Hunter argues, taps into a Ôdeep literary-historical memory behind the topographical sites that contemporary poetry reworks to stage a precarious globalityÕ. 27 Indeed, HunterÕs argument is suggestively prefigured by an article Prynne published in Espians that employs literary-historical memory to question the topographical sites of optical mastery, ÔWhat is a Classic PoemÕ (2011). Prynne gives an example of a minor poem he nonetheless considers as conforming to his criteria as ÔclassicÕ: a pastoral elegy by William Collins, ÔOde OccasionÕd by the Death of Mr.
ThomsonÕ. James Thomson was the mid-eighteenth century loco-descriptive poet who did most to formalise and finesse the prospect poem, and whose syntactical rendering of the interwoven but rigid Claudean pastoral landscape set a type, John Barrell writes, in which the separation of the poet from the landscape he describes is reflected in the poetic vocabulary of the eighteenth century, and particularly in those words which are more or less interchangeable with the word ÔlandscapeÕ itself Ð ÔviewÕ, ÔprospectÕ, ÔsceneÕ Ð all of which make the land something out there, something to be looked at from a distance, and in one direction only. 28 Prynne points out that the point of view allotted to the mourning swain in CollinsÕ ode to Thomson does its best to undercut such stable, scene-making vantage points. Prynne observes that the poem is sung from a boat that is floating down the Thames, past the site of ThomsonÕs demise from Ôtaking cold on the water between London and KewÕ, and the churchyard where he is buried, at St. Mary Magdalene in Richmond. Prynne writes: ÔAs the point-of-view for this poem glides gently and slowly down-stream, carried only by the breeze and the current of the water, we sense along with these currencies of nature the relentless onward pressure of timeÕ. 29 A shifting vantage frustrates any attempt to produce a coherent prospect, so that Ôwe see by the illusion of seeming to seeÕ; the poemÕs fluvial vantage point undermines the possibility of singular vision. 30 Collins and Thomson as pre-Romantic anticipations of an unfinished excursive poetics. 32 Riley is perhaps less overtly concerned with the complicities of vantage than Prynne, and more inclined towards the recuperation of elevated self-stationing. When, for instance, the walkers of ÔThe Glacial StairwayÕ approach Ôa far point towards / the summitÕ, they are assured by their distance from it that ÔThe world is a / false placeÕ compared to Ôthat dance / at the incorruptible boundÕ. 33 This sense of excursive withdrawal and loco-descriptive vantage is strengthened by the Poetical Histories edition of Noon Province, in which the poems are marked with locational tags, textual stationings that doubly situate the speaker and site of the poem as well as that of its composition. These are offset to the right of the page and serve as titles, and may be read in relation to a similar loco-descriptive convention in terms of their form and function.
Compare, for example, the titles ÔLines above the houseÕ (later to become ÔRoofwatchÕ) or ÔThe slower walk to Roussillon with KathyÕ (later ÔStating the CaseÕ) to WordsworthÕs use of topographical convention in ÔLines written a few miles above Tintern Abbey, on revisiting the banks of the Wye during a tour, 13 July 1798Õ or ÔLines left upon a seat in a yew-tree which stands near the lake of Esthwaite, on a desolate part of the shore, yet commanding a beautiful prospectÕ, both published in the 1798 edition of Lyrical Ballads.
Certainly the feel of this, as the cover declares, Ôprovisionally publishedÕ volume is more akin to the document of a trip, whose stop-start rhythm is demarked by waypoints, which are sites of self-stationing and poetic composition. self and is prompted to reflect, Ôwe note as we did not then / the flowers all aroundÕ. 39 This collocation has a close phonetic resemblance to WordsworthÕs regretful sense that language cannot adequately represent his childhood experiences, that ÔI cannot paint / What then I wasÕ. 40 The iambic monosyllables Ôpaint / What thenÕ and Ôdid not thenÕ, with their almost identical phrasing, lie at the heart of the echoic effect and the allusion. the leech-gathererÕs marginal living as he is moved to ask, in the barest terms of social reproduction, ÔÒHow is it that you live, and what is it you do?ÓÕ. 43 In RileyÕs version, this troubling difference is reconfigured; there are no wandering vagrants, but rather a plurality contained within the pronouns that predicates the existence of at least two walkers: ÔWe are together we are lostÕ on a Ôcomplicated hillÕ, which confounds the walkers with its ÔLimestone / Gullies and terracesÕ. This ÔweÕ is both HallÕs historical ÔweÕ and the private, domestic ÔweÕ that connects two or more walkers. The hikers might be lost in the narrow terms of directionality, but the state of being so places them within a broader constituency, ÔtogetherÕ with the vegetable and animal life of the hill. This work is primarily done by the prepositions, precisely emplacing the walkers within their environment: they are ÔIn dazzling light in the limestone,Õ Ôunder laden branchesÕ and ÔAmong swallowtailsÕ (emphasis mine). 44 An interdependent sense of connectivity, the poem implies, might also allow a more modest positioning of the human contiguously alongside the non-human. The excursion poem is reshaped, then, from independence to interdependence, as a site of human and nonhuman cohabitation and path-making.
Limestone is an impressionable rock, and the ÔGoat paths between drystone wallsÕ the walkers follow are also a way of situating their path-following as being at once lost and ÔfoundÕ, in the sense that animal paths, eroded into the soft stone or through the vegetation, are communally made by their users, of whom the walkers in this poem are non-exclusive constituents. 45 In The Old Ways (2012) Robert Macfarlane describes the Ôpreferential pathwaysÕ taken by water through limestone: carbonic acid erodes routes that Ôin turn attract the flow of subsequent waterÕ, creating fissures which often prove Ôdecisive in the development of terracing and footpaths. Humans and animals, seeking a route, are guided by the preconfigured habits of the terrainÕ. 46 In this way the processes of erosion and weathering are open and continuous with participants other than the excursive human, rather than closed and discrete, or indeed exclusively singular.
ÔPathsÕ, Macfarlane claims elsewhere in The Old Ways, Ôare acts of consensual makingÕ, the Ôhabits of a landscapeÕ. 47 The cloud is not a metaphor, the art is terrestrial. Eventually our heads will clear it. Stamping the ground, stamping mystery and privilege into the soil, we walk up into our work, hauled on our breath. The foundation of the state is not violence but education. Thought is free on the wind-steps. Rills under grass arches. It can only be a completely open field. 50 RileyÕs conflation of walking with working stamps out aristocratic privilege. The postindustrial pedestrian poetÕs work of walking is a secondary labour and layer, the best that can be done to re-consecrate an earlier trajectory of trespass. In ÔThe Glacial StairwayÕ Riley insists that Olsonesque Ôcosmic scope and epic trope / no longer trouble my sleepÕ, rejected on the grounds that ÔThey never meant anything / but power, but grabbing a spaceÕ, and here, too, the Ôopen fieldÕ is knowingly not an Olsonian space. 51 Instead, the peat plateau attained by laboured ascent is a democratically level expanse in counterargument, too, to the summitism of some strands within excursive Romanticism: ÔMaking no claims. No amount of erudition or vision raises anyone a centimetre over the heads of the people.Õ 52 Excursus leads not away from the world, but back into what WordsworthÕs Solitary saw as its Ôvulgar ordinanceÕ, both as direct confrontation with the aristocratic sources of power and authority that underwrote the eighteenth-century prospect poem, and as a way of being together across time and held in the moment of ascent, in companionship with other walkers. If the Thomsonian loco-descriptive poem was often in thrall to the gentry who paid for it to be written, then the postmodern pedestrian excursion is at least in one sense radically proletarian in nature, for all that it also implies leisure time and pleasure walking. RileyÕs poetry brings out, then, the duality of excursive ascent, its capacity to offer both distinction and commonality.
Gaining (ad)vantage
Nonetheless, the capacity of the excursion to lend a distinct perspective on the Ôvulgar ordinance of the worldÕ is central, if contested, for Riley. As argued above, the loco- RileyÕs work allows itself to at least envisage the possibility of a time ÔWhen the gaining stopsÕ and Ôwe shall all gain some peaceÕ, as the fragmentary and many-voiced ÔBest at Night AloneÕ has it. 60 LarkinÕs critical work on Wordsworth and Riley, along with RileyÕs engagement over a long period with the idea of the ÔordinaryÕ, form a permeable nexus of terms whose definitions resist stability, as when each is restated it affects the others. Indeed, Riley has acknowledged in interview the tendency for certain key words, heavily-freighted with meaning, to recur in his work over very long intervals:
another form of recursion, like that of older to younger self. 61 That a Ôpoetic sufficiencyÕ replaces gain is necessary because, as RileyÕs speaker sees in ÔThe Glacial StairwayÕ, at the end of the sequence of unchecked gain lurks the comic-apocalyptic ÔTesco of Divine WrathÕ. 62 This infernal figure of decline, ÔSo easily down, like a market-led culture / down into nothingÕ, represents the intrusion of modernity at its most banal into a language and landscape more familiar rendered in a higher register, as
The plants on the tops of the mountains flower on our breath, the gentians and the tulips, when we breathe the language clear and benign 63 In ÔThe Glacial StairwayÕ Tesco functions as a verbal import that parallels the actual trade networks its presence implies, tainting the Ôvocabulary of pure poetryÕ and lowering the register. 64 Indeed, the question of register is formally central to RileyÕs mediation between the worldÕs Ôvulgar ordinanceÕ and the redemptive quality of the ordinary. Langan notes that Rousseau, in Reveries of the Solitary Walker, frames a question that was to haunt the Romantic traveller: ÔAmidst so many riches, how may I keep a faithful register?Õ 65 68 The difference between this Romantic model of disappointment and its reappearance in Riley, though, is that while Wordsworth and Coleridge were seeking a non-human sublimity in order to reaffirm the primacy of their individual experiences of it, RileyÕs speaker suffers a social failure to connect with another human, bathetically represented by a frustrated social call. This trope is repeated in ÔNotes on the failure to visit Lorand GasparÕ, where a similar search is confounded by ÔDialling numbers, / Getting recorded messages to say there is / No replyÕ. 69 These persistent self-deflations cause the poems to fail, as they must, to meet the lyric demand to be full of unironised wonder Ð what Langan calls the Ôtranscendental surplusÕ of sublime experience Ð which oppresses Rousseau with Ôso many richesÕ and leads him to Ôthe invention of the solitary walker, the reduction to moi-mŽmeÕ. 70 In the letters to Tony Baker that preface his long poem Alstonefield (2003) while the post-industrial privation of those who live there is accepted in return for Ôpeace, messy and running-failed as it isÕ. 71 In this field-theatre it is more possible, Riley supposes later in the poem, to Think of being where people are tired of gain, and bored with advantage and want to hunt down some peace. 72 Again the eschewal of ÔgainÕ is associated with a form of lack that accepts sufficiency for purpose. Likewise ÔadvantageÕ, equally co-opted into a marketised diction and therefore tainted, is also disavowed because it contains within itself the vantage point and Ôfull theatrical suicideÕ of Lakeland high ground and with it the (ad)vantage of distinction such a self-positioning confers upon the poet.
Dedication: The Llŷn Writings
Bathos, and the duality of the ordinary and the spiritual, also shape the excursionÕs form as pilgrimage in RileyÕs documentary Llŷn Writings, a collation of work written on, out of and about the Llŷn peninsula, in North-West Wales, between 1977-1998. The Llŷn Writings are grounded in LlŷnÕs economic conditions, registering changes to the tourist economy of which Riley is unavoidably a part (Ôthe F&C shop itself is for sale! this really could be the last timeÕ). 73 But these observed facts of depression and decline are corollary to and constitutive part of spiritual dedication: as for ByronÕs Childe Harold on the European Grand Tour, the touristic pilgrimage is seen through doubled vision, RileyÕs two registers of the mundane and the spiritual.
These repeated holiday visits are orientated towards the pilgrimage shrine on Bardsey Island that lies off the tip of the peninsula and is nearly always visible, though very difficult to access. Bardsey Island remains, as Peter Larkin notes in his essay ÔSea Watches: Little More than Arrival,Õ Ôa site which attracts all the routes and relics scoring the peninsula towards itself, but is never visited as such.Õ 74 Touristic and devotional visitation is therefore both imperative and always put-off in The Llŷn Writings, a dual relation of the pilgrim-subject to the shrine that forms its delimiting end point, and, Larkin writes, the secular subjectÕs Ôsmall-scale admission of sacral desire, a desire which canÕt be fully accommodated or naturalised because its prior acceptances were rituals, outposts, islands, watches.Õ 75 These vigils are properly ordinances, ordinary and ordered diurnal postings, which form Ôfixed points in / succession, a chain of stations through the landÕ. This tapering intensification Ôbreaks / the disorderly obstructions to desire / and needs constant renewalÕ in the form of the re-consecration of self towards Ôdistance / or end, the island, the saintsÕ / repose, the logical outcome.Õ 76 For RileyÕs versions of himself as pilgrim-tourist in The Llŷn Writings such ritual outposts occur privately, often overlaid on the same ground as that occupied by the ruins that previously sanctioned devotional experiences on the route to Bardsey. These moments typically take the form of self-abnegating or self-forgetting gestures that are also either Ôself-launching,Õ elevating transmutations into a bird-soul and so a form of death, or sites of marginal contemplation with a paradoxical centrality: ÔBattles are lost and won in border-zones but creation takes place at the centre, at the peace at the centre.Õ 77 The horror of the post-lapsarian world seems to force retreat to a position of spiritual purity and elevation, away from the Ôuntruthful landÕ (though this too is balanced or inverted by the ÔDuplicitousÕ sea of ÔSandloggedÕ), sending my consciousness out like a gull Over the sea, away from the wasteful and gaudy shops Of this life 78 Both figures reprise the trope of excursive ascent examined in the previous section.
Indeed, their projective movement has much in common with RousseauÕs description of reverie, in which, Ôduring these wanderings my soul roams and soars through the universe on the wings of imagination,Õ a transformed state enabled by the subjectÕs lack of corporeality, as Ômy soul could never take wings and soar above the natural world as long as I felt it to be tied to the needs of the body.Õ 79 For Riley though, as we shall see below, connection to the needs of the body is an essential component of spiritual reverie.
In one of the most profound of these instants, which one might be tempted to call spots of time, RileyÕs speaker sits in the still-operative chapel at Llangwnnadl, ÔDoing and thinking nothing for as long / As I can bear itÕ in ÔTriple aisled light in which / I lose my name.Õ But this meditative attempt at self-forgetting is interrupted by the banally corporeal insistence of hunger and discomfort Ð Ômy stomach hurts, my nose / BleedsÕ Ð a bathetic undercutting that is consonant with the structure of pilgrimage, which is also a laboriously worldly way of attending to place as it is passed through. 80 you remember to bring / The tin-opener?ÓÕ is as valid an interrogation as ÔÒIf now is almost time isnÕt it far too brief?ÓÕ 83 In a way the many questions Bardsey asks of the traveller throughout The Llŷn Writings themselves accrete, like bodily hardships, to demand in serial variations an answer which, like arrival at the Ôunreachable island,Õ will be forever evaded. 84 The most distilled form of the question asks simply ÔWhat do you bring to bear on this sense of ageing purpose begging to be renewed? [...] What do you say? Ordinary things. Common musings. Focused thoughts such as anyone might have.Õ 85 In a sense this is the question about Llŷn, and its answer, within the bounds of the common, constitutes the excursive subject as both post-doctrinal pilgrim and holidaymaker. The Llŷn Writings plays out the balance between two kinds of selfhood conferred by these excursive modes with their political, cultural and theological accompaniment, revealing the self-in-movement as multiply composed of voices and registers that shift between two kinds of excursive subject: one that enjoys the sanctified distinction conferred by the exclusivity of a spiritual quest, and the other the availability of the ordinary person, whose ÔCommon musingsÕ are nonetheless ÔFocusedÕ.
Return: Ôand Back by TenÕ
The ordinary mediates, then, between self-aware, trivial worries about the minutiae of travel and a selfless attitude of spiritual attention; between the ÔCommon musingsÕ of the quotidian and the ÔFocused thoughtsÕ dedicated to the excursionÕs object. In the second of these modes, Larkin writes, poetry undertakes a Ôscarce granting by means of dedication and renewal: poetry is an exploration of what must not be allowed to be lostÕ. 86 Meanwhile, the poet as experiential subject is more concerned about their glasses, or where the next meal is coming from. In this sense the ordinary also negotiates between the registers associated with this self-division, offering a lived alternative to tropic patterns of excursus and prospect.
RileyÕs poetry glosses LarkinÕs idea of Ôscarce granting by means of dedication and renewalÕ through its exploration of walking where an earlier self or others have walked, and so renewing and reiterating Ôwhat must not be allowed to be lostÕ. Doing so is a way of being social that gestures across a time gap, restoring communal and personal loss. But in RileyÕs revision of the excursion poem, I now conclude by arguing, this communitarian sensibility is channeled back into the private and domestic, shutting itself off from a more public form of political engagement, which implies compromise and qualified failure. ÔThe Glacial StairwayÕ, for all its range, eventually settles in its last line for ÔOrdinary and orderly, acts and failuresÕ. 87 In Noon Province, RileyÕs speakers repeatedly move from excursion to domestic codas in which the travellers withdraw to a private space, eat and drink. ÔUp the Big Hill and Back by TenÕ concludes with one such withdrawal, anticipating a frugal but sufficient compensation for the excursionÕs failure, as ÔWhen
We get back weÕll have bread and cheese with wine And count the day to its figured close. 88 Into the anticipation of bread and wine, particularly in light of the Ôbook in my pocket / By DanteÕ, can be read a theological sense of sufficient sustenance necessary to prolong life, a trope repeated in several similar codas that conclude the excursions of Noon Province. 89 In ÔThe Glacial StairwayÕ, as well, the labour of the excursive walk is rewarded by wine proportionate to work done Ð ÔLet us therefore / open a bottle of Spanish wine we deserve itÕ Ð but, as with the Eucharist whose mundane double it is, the wine is only a worldly manifestation of the spiritual essence that Ôsustains us through the toil, of long-distance walking, of / short-distance confrontation with modernityÕ. 90 PrynneÕs ÔThoughts on the Esterh ‡zy Court UniformÕ also bounds its excursion with predetermined return. The entire course of that climb is, in fact, a Ôpretext for this return through itÕ, which forms the poem, concluding finally by Ôgoing / down the hill, and then in at the back doorÕ. 91 These returns to domestic space are experientially lived within the common: instead of being altered by the journey, the walker brings the trappings of ordinary life into the excursion, which are themselves changed. LarkinÕs perception that the ordinary is Ôbefore anything a poetic idea, an alternative metaphysics which is a faith in what will sufficeÕ, and which Ôalone has the power to negotiate with our basic conditionsÕ, nuances RileyÕs commitment to excursive ordinariness by suggesting that Ôfaith in what will sufficeÕ is the Ôalternative metaphysicsÕ his poettravellers are seeking. 92 A similar emphasis on the importance of the ordinary is found in ÔArriving at DawnÕ, where ÔValuable small actsÕ such as Ôthe standard breakfastÕ serve to sustain the travellers, by offering the gift of an ordinary thing That people believe in Such as the day begins 93 RileyÕs ÔbeliefÕ here is in the Wordsworthian temporality of binding each day to the next Ôby natural piety.Õ 94 The ordinary but full Ð Ôthe complete, the integralÕ Ð breakfast the travellers receive effects such a linkage of one day with the next by the implication of a repetitive chain of such acts, which are also a kind of private renewal.
In ÔLines at Night: 1Õ the coda comprises the entire poem, with the excursion left implicit and antecedent to the closure and retraction of being ÔBack at evening, a stone room full / Mainly of fireplaceÕ in which Ôwe finish / The wine, foot on sillÕ and
The fire dies down, the fields Outside are gradually closed, A speaking darkness surrounds us 95 The play between scarce reduction and plenitude here is heightened by the line break, as the room being Ôfull / Mainly of fireplaceÕ leaves the dual impression of its fullness and emptiness, lacking much else besides a fireplace which anyway Ôdies downÕ, reduces, as the field-space outside and room-space inside both darken and constrict. These moves to simplify stress the contradiction of barely sufficient conditions chosen within a touristic frame and which, at the same time, shelter the speaker from an outside where even this comfort would be denied. In doing so these repeated simplifications provide the Ôfew needful things which life requiresÕ that the Poet and the Wanderer wanted to find among the Cumbrian mountains, and which Riley relocates to the ordinary. The lack of main verbs here bespeaks inactivity. The two auxiliary gerunds in the last two lines of the stanza provide minimal motion, but only to index the reflective mood of the poem: reading and thinking are activities that bring the action of these lines down to a resting pulse and nearly efface the text through meta-poetic commentary. If the speaker is reading and thinking only, why should one read about it? A contracted succession of noun phrases and qualifiers mimic the reduction of the excursion to the withdrawn site of its recollection. The missing verb in most cases is Ôto beÕ, with an implied person or people grammatically excised from the room, such that it is left indeterminate whether we are to read a singular or plural presence into the absence. If, as John Hall argues, RileyÕs poetic self is both private and historical ÔweÕ, what can be made of this scrupulously bare lack of specificity over the number of excursive subjects, as with the ambiguous ÔweÕ of ÔResolution and InterdependenceÕ?
ÔWhat is scarceÕ, says Larkin, Ôshould relate to plenitude on the one hand and to rarity on the otherÕ, and these moves to reduce and deprive of excess also find their plentiful opposite within Noon Province. 98 In the rural superfluity of ÔMarket DayÕ, where the mouth ÔPulses in tune to the pocket, / The ordinary day that earns itÕ, the local market itself fills the town to its purpose, Stalls heaped with olives, cheeses, Chickens and doves, fills the squares with Garlic and mushrooms, ordinary things As we speak them, full of knowledge And desire 99 ÔPurposeÕ in the case of the market is both too much (with us), heaped stalls and filled squares a daily modulation of the transcendental surplus, and just enough, the sufficient quantity to which the town is filled. Both town and market square are containing units, passive recipients of the gift of plenty which, because they set the bounds of ÔpurposeÕ on what is accumulated, do not fall into the trap of gain. What is there is given to be used, as Ôordinary thingsÕ, via a process of exchange which still performs a social function at the centre of the community, unlike with the village marketÕs extrapolation into the market economy. Gift is only wasted or lost, Larkin contends in his essay on WordsworthÕs ÒLucyÓ poems, if it is not used up; to use up all there is without the subsequent necessity or desire for further increase demonstrates its sufficiency, whether tending towards scarcity or superfluity, towards a private, bare meal or a public, overflowing market stall.
Conclusion
In LarkinÕs terms such using-up is a consummation that allows the gift to be re-granted, according with his idea of the ÔclosuralÕ: a conclusion that is not closure, but which does not go in for post-structuralist Ôenigmatic deferralÕ. 100 The self-sufficient community that WordsworthÕs already belated poet-traveller wanted to find among the Cumbrian mountains is reformulated by the small-scale sufficiency of the domestic, in a limited, partial manner. The Ôvulgar ordinanceÕ of the world, which Wordsworthian excursus wants to exclude from its communitarian ideal of sufficiency but cannot, may be readmitted to the excursion as ordinary ordinance. Doing so does not counteract the broader scale of liberal voluntarism and choice Langan argues is inseparable from touristic movement in Wordsworth, but it partially repudiates its terms within the reduced arena of return, and in the refusal of gain. But do RileyÕs codas, circumscribing the end of the excursive trajectory with a return, equate to a closing-down, and in doing so do they seal the subject off from experiential or political engagement? The emphasis on lived detail would suggest not, or at least an anxiety about the possibility of scarce reduction giving onto a less desirable reductiveness.
The structural reduction and retreat to an idea of the ordinary in so many of these poems, whether through withdrawal or by recourse to bathos achieved by disjunctive registers, lends much of RileyÕs work a dropping, cadential inclination, which he has himself noted as integral to the intonational structure of the English language. 101 Deliberate privation and reduction is a perversely political gesture through its refusal to 
